How to care for our new Crystal Minx Tail Plug
Our Crystal Minx animal tails are real fur tails and as such require a bit of special care. Here is where I give
you the “correct” way to clean your Crystal Minx tail (which I know most of you won’t do) then I will give
you some tips and tricks that might help!
The Crystal Minx tail should be cleaned only by a fur professional, however here are some things you can
do yourself:
Give it a good home. Be sure it is not exposed to bright light while being stored, or isn’t kept near a heat
source. Make sure it has room to breathe and isn’t being crushed by other objects. Fur likes cold, hates
heat. They don’t like friction. They don’t like chemicals. They like space.
Don’t cover your Crystal Minx tail with a bag. Your tail prefers air circulation, to prevent its leather side
from drying. If you absolutely must keep it in a bag for a short period of time, be sure it is in a loosely
woven cloth bag.
Accessorize wisely. Don’t pin jewelry on your tail, and avoid sharp necklaces and bracelets that could snag
your tail. We recommend sliding magnetic tails apart, using your fingers to push the two magnetics apart,
rather than tugging the magnetic tail off. The magnets are strong and your tail is fragile.
Avoid insecticides, mothproofing and other chemicals around your tail, including perfume or hairspray
directly on your tail. Perfume contains alcohol, which can dry it out. Once a perfume gets into your tail,
including cedar from a cedar chest it could be there to stay. Oils in the leather of your tail can become
rancid and smell.
If your tail gets wet, don’t panic. Most tails handle snow and light rain with ease. Shake it out and hang
it to dry in a well‐ventilated room. Resist the temptation to speed the drying process by using a hair dryer
or hanging near a heat source. Your tail does not like heat. After it dries, shake it again. Do not comb or
brush it. If its hairs are a little bristly, simply smooth them with your hand.
Do not store your tail in a freezer…bad idea!
Spot clean a stain at once with a cleaning solution and a rag. Pat the area with the rag rather than stroking
it to avoid removing guard hairs. Hang to dry after the stain is removed.
Bring back the shine of the fur by drying oat bran or cornmeal and laying it in the fur. These substances
soak up dirt and grime. Gently shake out the cornmeal and bran and shake the tail to loosen the rest of
the substances.

